Disclaimer

Online content
The content of this website is copyright protected. Despite careful checking of the content POAM
Electronics Limited ( short POAM) gives no guarantees on the actuality, correctness,
thoroughness or quality of the information available. This also applies to any links directly or
indirectly associated with this website. The operators of external links are exclusively responsible
for the content there.
Any claims against POAM for damage of a material or non-material kind caused by the use or
non-use of the information on offer, or the use of erroneous or incomplete information, is wholly
excluded insofar as POAM has not been willfully or grossly negligent in bringing about such
damage. All offers are subject to change and are non-binding.
POAM exclusively upholds the right to amend or delete, without warning, parts of pages or whole
pages or withdraw the publication either temporarily or permanently.
Copyright and trademark legislation
POAM endeavors to abide by copyright laws when using graphics, sound, video and text in any
of its publications. All named and, where applicable, third party protected brands and product
trademarks within the online content are unreservedly governed by the appropriate trademark
and the ownership rights of the registered owner. Owing to copyright legislation, it is not
permitted to reproduce or use such graphics, photographs and text in other electronic or
published publications without the express permission of POAM.
Data protection
If the online content permits the input of personal or business information (email addresses,
names, addresses), then this input is performed voluntarily by the user. The use and payment of
all services offered – insofar as this is technically and reasonably possible – is allowed for even
without the input of such information or the input of anonymous data or pseudonyms. The use of
any published contact information that is part of the imprint, or any such similar information
source such as postal addresses, telephone, fax and email addresses, by third parties for the
sending of information that has not been expressly requested, is not permitted. The right is
reserved to take legal steps against the senders of “spam” mail in the event of a breach of this
restriction.
Validity of this disclaimer
This disclaimer also covers that part of the online content from which this site has been linked.
Insofar as parts or individual statements within this text do not, no longer or do not completely
correspond to current legislation, the rest of the document and the statements therein remain
valid.
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